
PBP as an Alternative to Quantum
Using quantum mechanics phenomena, quantum com-
puting has the potential to exponentially reduce both the
storage space and number of gate actions needed to per-
form  some  important  computations.  Unfortunately,  we
don’t yet know how to build quantum computers that can
achieve those goals. Parallel bit pattern (PBP) comput-
ing is  a  quantum-inspired computation  model  that  has
properties very similar to those of quantum systems, but
can be built using conventional logic gates.

An Overview of Quantum Computing

There are several models used for quantum computing,
but here we focus on the quantum circuits model which
is used by most quantum computers.  Physicists describe
the value of  a  quantum bit,  or  qubit,  as  a  continuous
wave  function  that  defines  probability  amplitudes  for  0
and 1 in terms of coordinates ( , ) on a 𝜃 𝜙 Bloch sphere.

Computationally,  that  means  a  qubit  can  represent  the
value 0, 1, or a  superposition of both. By having wave
functions  interfere, multiple qubits can be entangled so
their  values are linked. Thus, a quantum computer has
the exciting potential to act upon up to 2n values by per-
forming just a single operation, and a probability density
function over 2n values can be stored in just n qubits.

While quantum systems can perform “parallel  computa-
tion without parallel hardware,” they also have some un-
desirable attributes:

• A superposed value cannot be held indefinitely but suffers deco-
herence, and measurement immediately collapses the superpo-
sition to a randomly-selected single value. There is no way to
read the entire probability distribution.

• Only reversible logic gates can be used and fan-out is not al-
lowed. Thus, additional ancilla qubits often are needed.

• Computation results are nondeterministic and subject to errors
due to noise.

PBP does not have those problematic attributes...

Introducing Parallel Bit Pattern (PBP) Computing

Where quantum computers encode entangled superposi-
tions using qubits, PBP instead uses pbits (pattern bits).
The value of an E-way entangled pbit is an ordered set of
2E bits; each bit  position is an  entanglement channel.
The bits in corresponding entanglement channels of dif-
ferent pbits behave as entangled values each with a prob-
ability of 2-E.

For example, two pbits with the value {0, 1, 2, 3} and two
pbits with the value {3, 1, 3, 0} represent the entangled
set of value pairs {(0,3), (1,1), (2,3), (3,0)}. Adding these
values produces the 2-way entangled 3-pbit value {3, 2, 5,
3}, in which probability of a result of 3 is 50%:

That’s exactly how the KREQC (Kentucky’s Rotationally
Emulated Quantum Computer)  demos from SC18 (6-
way, 64 bits) and SC19 (16-way, 65,536 bits) work:

It is not how PBP works in the tiny SC22 implementation
above running on an ESP32. Instead of storing and oper-
ating on bit vectors, PBP fragments each bit vector into
chunks.  Only one copy is stored per unique chunk pat-
tern, and many operations can be performed on patterns
of chunk descriptors without touching bits. The  PBP as
Efficient Bit-Serial  SIMD handout details how this can
exponentially reduce the complexity of pbit operations.

In Our SC22 Exhibit (booth #3013)

In addition to the 16 “Q-bit” dis-
play originally shown at SC19,
an  ESP32  not  only  runs  PBP
stand alone, but also drives an
OLED  display  and  serves  a
WWW form that  allows you to
submit  your  own  code  to  be
parsed and run in it:  access it
by scanning the QR code. The
WWW  form  includes  an  ed-
itable sample quantum program (a 4-bit adder) and docu-
mentation of the operators and directives supported. The
display even shows, with one pixel per bit, the most re-
cently computed pbit value.
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